the desire of programmers to do things their own way netic work in yeast has led to rapid discovery of a required an evolutionary design strategy. large number of interacting genes involved in the An important result of evolutionary design is that the control of mitotic exit, it has also become increasdynamics of a complex system cannot be understood ingly difficult to comprehend the logic and mechafrom its components and their interactions alone. The nistic features embedded in the complex molecular whole is more than the sum of the parts, which also network. Our view is that this difficulty stems in part imposes a natural scale on the system, below which from the attempt to explain mitotic-exit control using system functions are lost. Some system functions canconcepts from traditional top-down engineering denot be found in any single component but exist only sign, and that exciting new results from evolutionary when components are combined in a certain configuraengineering design applied to networks and election. However, some components may play critical roles tronic circuits may lend better insights. We focus on in the system and their function is quite clear. In genefour particularly intriguing features of the mitotic-exit ral, evolutionary design proceeds by allowing natural control system and attempt to examine these features selection to manipulate components to construct a from the perspective of evolutionary design and com-(complex) system that achieves the desired global beplex system engineering.
). In a general sense, focus on several important yet puzzling features of the the MEN is a signal transduction system that monitors mitotic-exit system and attempt to examine the unthe position of the anaphase spindle relative to the poderlying design principles from the perspective of comlarity axis and the bud neck and then turns on a second plex systems constructed through evolutionary prowave of cyclin degradation and the cytokinetic machine cesses.
( Figure 3 ). The MEN also provides a control device through which mitotic exit can be delayed, by returning The Beginning of the End: Basic Features Cdc14 to the nucleolus, if the spindle is improperly poof the Mitotic-Exit System sitioned (Geymonat et al., 2002a) . The design of the The critical cell-cycle transition that controls the decispatial sensor in the MEN is clever: the orientation of sion to physically divide a cell into two, an event known the anaphase spindle is monitored by measuring the as cytokinesis, is termed "mitotic exit" because cytokiproximity of one of the spindle pole bodies (SPB) to the nesis occurs with an interphase state of Cdk (cyclinpolar cortex in the bud. This proximity is only achieved dependent kinase) activity. On paper, the decision to if the anaphase spindle is properly aligned and one of undergo mitotic exit is made based on a simple critethe spindle poles successfully penetrates the bud neck. rion: the genetic materials (chromosomes) must be The sensor is composed of two general parts: composegregated fully along an axis that is perpendicular to, nents that mark the polar cortex in the bud and compoand divided by, the plane of cleavage. The axis of cell nents that mark the SPB destined for the bud (Seshan  division is Experiments with evolutionary algorithms demonstrate how natural selection can exploit specific or unusual properties of network components in the design tions between real transistors. The system evolved by the two nucleotide bound states through GTP hydrolythis process is not an idealized mathematical system sis and nucleotide exchange reactions (Bourne, 1995) . but a physical system, where the laws of physics and The GTP bound state is usually the "on" state where the subtle variability of real materials determine system the GTPase interacts with downstream effectors and behavior. The final evolved circuit operated perfectly elicits specific signaling effects. For most Ras super over the 10°C temperature range that the population family GTPases, the exchange of GDP to GTP is limited experienced during evolution. Some circuit elements by the rate of GDP dissociation, a property that posiappeared to be disconnected from the main circuit but tions the guanine nucleotide exchange factor (GEF) as interacted through subtle electrical coupling properties, a critical regulator of the "on" switch. The reverse showing that physical characteristics not included in switch, from the GTP to GDP bound state, is catalyzed the design algorithm were nevertheless exploited by by the GTPase itself and is accelerated by the GTPasethe evolutionary process. The circuit was also much activating proteins (GAP). Tem1, however, has an unsmaller-by one or two orders of magnitude-than usually high intrinsic nucleotide exchange ability under would be expected from conventional design experiphysiological conditions and thus on its own exhibits ments, demonstrating a very efficient use of resources. little dependence on the GEF for activation. The intrinWhether this is a general tendency of evolutionary desic nucleotide exchange reaction appears to be temsign that would be operative in biological systems is perature dependent, and only at 13°C was the GDP not known and should be explored further. dissociation rate slow enough to be measured in a preAdditional experiments showed that greater robustvious study (Geymonat et al., 2002b) . ness was built into the system when it was exposed The self-activating property of Tem1 forms the basis to a wider range of conditions during the evolutionary for several important properties of the mitotic-exit netprocess (Thompson, 1996; Thompson and Wasshuber, work. First, the fast intrinsic GDP-to-GTP exchange in-2000). The surprising result of this experiment was that troduces high flexibility to the Tem1 GTPase switch, alnatural selection resulted in an efficient, robust system lowing fine tuning of the relative levels of Tem1 GTP and that incorporated unique characteristics of the compoTem1 GDP by both the GEF (Lte1) and the GAP (Bub2/ nents in ways that were bizarre and unlike anything an Bfa1 complex). For example, a high level of Tem1 Mathematical analysis and computer simulation of bioous mutations in genes involved in mitotic exit suglogical pathways are areas of active research but are gests that the system is robust, and this robustness not nearly as well developed as mathematical circuit is accomplished through system design and redundant theory. Computer simulation of biological pathways functions rather than by using duplicated, identical reand their evolution will be a useful tool when there is dundant components. enough data to make this feasible. The last two apRobust engineering systems (also called fault tolerproaches are of particular interest. If robustness of the ant systems) are traditionally designed using redundant MEN is primarily due to the complex organization of the components arranged in one or more parallel configunetwork, it may be helpful to consider the functional rations (Mitra et al., 2002) . Electronic circuits, large darequirements that might act on simpler precursor systabase servers on the internet, and spacecraft have all tems to favor evolution of new complexity. The remarkused this approach. For example, the space shuttle, a able functional redundancy in the MEN might have complicated but noncomplex system, carries three evolved under the selective pressure to accomplish a identical onboard computers, each capable of handling high degree of accuracy in cell division as well as roall flight operations in case the others fail. With this kind bustness in the ability to continue proliferation under of simple redundancy, the spare parts generally peradverse conditions. form no useful function unless needed due to failure.
In conclusion, traditional top-down engineering reHowever, robustness can also arise without duplication quires that all system behavior can be determined by of components but is hidden in the system design itself (Tyrrell et al., 2001 ). Complex systems built through specific components and that the behavior of the whole 
